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Breast Cancer (BCa):
• BCa is a disease in which malignant (cancer) cells form in the tissues of the
breast.
• The most common cancer and the second most common cause of cancer
related death in women
• Risk factors: gender, aging, genetic risk factors, family history of BCa,
race and ethnicity, menstrual periods etc.

Other known single genes

BRCA1 and
BRCA2
Unknown
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Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) breast cancer
susceptibility loci

This diagram shows all 32
SNPs, associated with BCa
with p-value ≤ 5.0×10-8 (red
dots), published in the
GWAS catalogue to the
end of May 2014.

• Several GWAS-identified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
located on the 6q25.1 chromosome. This locus contains C6orf97 gene
(Chromosome 6 open reading frame 97), which encodes CCDC170 protein
(coiled-coiled domain containing protein 170)
• C6orf97 showed allele-specific expression in human BCa cells
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SNPs associated with BCa at C6orf97-ESR1 region by GWAS

GWAS and related studies suggest that the most BCa and osteoporosis
associated polymorphisms of this risk locus are located in C6orf97 gene
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Question 1: What does C6orf97 gene do in BCa cells ?
Proliferation test
MCF7 ER+

Transfection efficiency
>90%

MDA-MB-435

Fluorescence, %

Transfection with
GFP and GFP-C6orf97

Fluorescence, %

MDA-MB-435 ER-

Cells were tested for proliferation
per 48h after transfection using
Cell Titer-Blue cell viability assay

GFP

GFP-C6orf97

GFP

GFP-C6orf97

The level of proliferation in MCF7 and MDA-MB-435
BCa cell line, overexpressed with С6orf97 gene

Overexpression of C6orf97 gene inhibits cell proliferation in
BCa cell lines independently from ERα production
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Question 1: What does C6orf97 gene do in BCa cells ?
Migration test
GFP-C6orf97

GFP

Transfection with
GFP and GFP-C6orf97

cv

24-48 hours

cv

Cell suspension placed
in upper chamber

cv

Invasive cells pass
through
basement membrane

cv

After removal of noninvasive cells, invaded
cells are stained and
quantified

cv

Migrated cells, %

p=0.02

GFP

Overexpression of C6orf97
gene prevents BCa cell
migration in vitro

GFP-C6orf97

Migration and proliferation tests indicate
that C6orf97 is tumor suppressor gene
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Question 2: What is a cellular localization of CCDC170
protein, encoded by C6orf97 gene?
Schematic images of proteins produced by cells after transfection with constructs,
containing C6orf97 wild type gene or truncated forms of this gene

Transfection

Efficiency
of
Transfection
transfection > 90% NuclearTransfection
and cytoplasmic
extracts isolation

Transfection

Transfection
Immunocytochemistry

Nuclear
Transfection
fraction

Transfection
Cytoplasmic
fraction

Transfection
Western-blot

Western-blot analysis of cytoplasmic and nuclear
fractions of HEK293, transfected with investigated
constructions

• Protein CCDC170 wild type is
predominantly localized in nuclear
fraction;
• Truncated forms are localized in
both cytoplasmic and nuclear
fractions.

Lamin
А/С
HSP90
Cytoplasmic
fraction

Nuclear
fraction

For visualization of CCDC170 wild type protein and
truncated forms we used GFP antibody

LaminA/C and HSP90 were used as a nuclear or
cytoplasmic marker protein, respectively.
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1
Immunocytochemistry: confocal images of CCDC170 wild 0
type and truncated CCDC170 proteins
A

B

The signals of CCDC170 wild type and truncated proteins (green) were detected using GFP-tags. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue).

А. Localization of CDC170 wild type and
truncated CCDC170 proteins

B. 3D CCDC170 wild type cellular
distribution

• CCDC170 wild type is localized to the periphery of the nucleus, more
likely in the nuclear envelope.
• Truncated form GFP-CCDC170pE48* is diffusively distributed in cell.
• Truncated form GFP-CCDC170pQ405* is localized in cytoplasm and,
perhaps, in nuclear envelope.
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Question 3: Which terminal end of CCDC170 protein is
critical for its cellular localization?
Domain organization
of CCDC170

c.142G>T

c.792G>T

c.1213С>T

c.1947С>T

Schematic view of CCDC170
wild type and truncated CCDC170pE48*
proteins
CCDC170pV264*
CCDC170pQ405*
CCDC170pQ649*
CCDC170 wild type
CCDC170pE48*

CCDC170pV264*

CCDC170pQ405*

CCDC170pQ649* CCDC170 wild type

Confocal immunofluorescence
images of CCDC170 wild
type and truncated forms

С-terminal end of CCDC170 protein is crucial for cellular localization,
presumably in nuclear envelope
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Question 4: What are the proteins interacting with CCDC170?
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HEK293

Dissociation of
immunocomplex

Electrophoresis

Silver staining
Supernatants were mixed
with equilibrated
GFP-Trap-A beads

Dissociation of
immunocomplex

GFP

Mass-spectrometry
Western-blot

97

Heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M
DNA replication licensing factor MCM7

64

Probable ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX5

51

NonO/p54nrb
Vimentin

Western-blot with NonO/p54nrb
antibody

39

55 kDa
Ras-related protein Rab-14
28
Myosin regulatory light chain
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NonO/p54nrb is one of the validated proteins,
interacting with CCDC170, which is involved in many
nuclear processes including transcription, RNA
processing and retention of hyperedited RNAs.
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Conclusions:
1.

Gene C6orf97 inhibits BCa cell proliferation and migration,

2.

Protein CCDC170, encoded by C6orf97 gene, is localized to
the periphery of the nucleus more probably in nuclear
envelope
С-terminal end of CCDC170 protein is critical for its
localization more probably in nuclear envelope.
Protein CCDC170 directly interacts with protein NonO, which
is involved in many nuclear processes including transcription,
RNA processing, and retention of hyperedited RNAs.

3.
4.

According to our findings, C6orf97 is a novel
breast cancer suppressor gene, involved in
post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression

Thank you for your attention!
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Differential Allele-Specific Expression (DASE)
 DASE is a common phenomenon which has been shown to contribute to
phenotypic variability in human and more recently to the pathogenesis of
cancer.
 DASE is a result of epigenetic modifications and is associated with Xchromosome inactivation and genomic imprinting and also presents among nonimprinted autosomal genes caused by cis-regulatory variations. As a result the
ratio between the expression of two alleles is changed - allelic imbalance.
 Variation in gene expression is highly heritable and a significant
determinant of human disease susceptibility

Overlying the resulting DASE maps with GWAS data allowes us to
identify novel BC candidate loci
DASE

Gene X

GWAS

GWAS

Gene Y

Gene Z

Differential Allele-Specific Expression (DASE):

A

A

A

B
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and

Bi-allelic
expression

B
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OR
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Differential Allele-Specific
Expression (DASE):

X-chromosomal
inactivation

Genomic
imprinting

Cis-regulation

Coding sequence

DASE: X-chromosome inactivation
Two cell populations in
adult cat:
Active X
Orange
fur
Inactive X
Inactive X
Black
fur
Active X

The patchy distribution of color on tortoiseshell cats results
from the random inactivation of one X chromosome in females

DASE: Genomic imprinting

Igf2 is a gene in mice and humans which is expressed only
from the paternal allele. It is a potent growth factor, and
when disrupted in mice leads to tiny pups.
Image courtesy of the NIH.

DASE: Cis-regulation

Low disease risk

High disease risk

Douglas J. Epstein, 2009

Variation in gene expression is highly heritable and a significant
determinant of human disease susceptibility

-Log10 P

Global DASE patterns in mammary transcriptome:
Maximizing the Yield of True Positive Loci from
BCa GWAS

DASE

Gene X

GWAS

GWAS

Gene Y

Gene Z
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C6orf97 exon mutation screening
•

Amplification of 11 exons of C6orf97 gene on 25 non-Jewish BRCA1 and BRCA2 negative
affected probands using PCR

 Sequencing of amplified fragments
Exon

SNP

DNA sequence
changes

Protein sequence
changes
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rs4870034

c.321A>G

p.Glu107=

6

rs12205837
rs55868409
rs953767

c.806C>T
c.1033G>A
c.971T>C

p.Ala269Val
p.Glu345Lys
p.Phe324Ser

8

rs17081470

c.1317T>C

p.Leu439=

9

rs34430497

c.1658G>A

p.Arg553Gln

10

rs6929137

c.1810G>А

p.Val604Ile

11

rs3734804

c.2047G>A

p.Val683Ile

SNPs, identified from mutation screening

*

* - SNP, associated with osteoporosis

